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Abstract: Pancreatic cancer is the fourth biggest killer, and has one of the worst prognoses, of any cancer type. Approximately 95% of patients diagnosed with pancreatic cancer will not survive beyond 5 years post diagnosis, and these statistics have barely improved in over 40 years. Here, genomic changes in one particular patient with stage IV metastatic pancreatic cancer were explored to suggest a potential personalized treatment. In particular, exome sequencing of genomic DNA extracted from blood and the cancer biopsy was utilized with the aim of identifying mutational drivers of the cancer. This analysis revealed a splice site mutation in RBCK1 as the most promising driver of the cancer and a therapy based on a pan-cyclin-dependent kinase (pan-CDK) inhibitor, flavopiridol. This study suggests that drugs whose effectiveness is unclear for general populations of cancer sufferers should possibly be reconsidered for specific patients where the drug could be rationally argued to improve outcome.
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Introduction

Although pancreatic cancer is the tenth most common cancer by incidence, it is also the fourth biggest killer.1 Pancreatic cancer is notoriously difficult to diagnose and there are no diagnostic tests currently for the early detection of this cancer, which explains a major part of the poor prognosis. Most patients with pancreatic cancer (80%) are not amenable to surgery at the time of diagnosis and, thus, chemo- or radiotherapy is the only option.2 Gemcitabine with capecitabine (GemCap) is the current first line of treatment given to most pancreatic cancer patients. A Phase III trial has demonstrated that, typically, GemCap offers a median 2.6 month survival increase for patients with good performance status (with a Karnofsky performance status score of 90–100) when compared to gemcitabine alone.3 In all, even with GemCap, the median overall survival of a pancreatic cancer patient has been shown to be only 7.1–8.4 months in Phase III trials.3,4

The major drive to improve these statistics focuses on improved early detection of the cancer such as screening high risk patients.5 Furthermore, personalized medicine promises to improve the survival of patients that are beyond surgery. Personalized medicine aims to tailor a treatment to that specific patient. General strategies that have been suggested for personalized cancer treatment include synthetic lethality and oncogene addiction.6,7 Implementing such strategies typically requires knowing the patients’ underlying somatic and germ line mutations. These molecular phenotypes are then used to guide a therapeutic strategy.8
Recently, the predominant effort for determining the molecular phenotypes of cancer patients has focused on exome sequencing. For example, exome sequencing has recently been used to identify other potential pancreatic cancer drivers, highlighting the axon guidance pathway as a common pathway mutated in pancreatic cancer.\(^9\) In recent years, the technology to sequence cancer genomes in this way has exploded, becoming commonplace for many projects. However, the uptake of such technologies by national health services for the use of diagnosis and improved outcome is, for various reasons, understandably slow. For example, many oncologists would require extensive additional training in order to interpret the results of such sequencing to guide choices in patient care.

Citizen science can be loosely defined as scientific research conducted, in whole or in part, by amateur or non-professional scientists. The lines of citizen science become blurred when the person performing the science is indeed a professional scientist but performing the science in a different field to their normal field of study or outside of the normal remit. Faced with a relative with pancreatic cancer, knowing that sequencing techniques exist with the power to discern molecular phenotypes for which improved therapies exist, yet none of which are available to that patient with that particular cancer type, the motivation for such professional citizen science is clear.

Under this backdrop, here, genomic sequence data of one patient related to the author with stage IV metastatic exocrine adenocarcinoma of the pancreas is explored to see whether it could be used to identify the mutational drivers of the cancer and hence direct a more suitable therapy than currently on offer in the National Health Service (UK). Genomic DNA was extracted from blood (normal) and a cancer biopsy and exome sequencing performed (a single sample of each). Exome sequencing revealed a germ line mutation in \(BRCA2\) and six somatic mutations between the cancer and normal sequence.

**Methods**

**Ethics statement**

Informed consent from patient and next of kin was obtained at all steps throughout this work. This work was performed outside of the normal protocol of a scientific study since ethical approval from an ethical review board was not sought beforehand. Originally, the sequencing was performed with the intention of diagnosis and improved patient outcome. However, during this process it became obvious that the results would be helpful for cancer research in general and thus a decision was made to publish the paper after patient/next of kin approval. Hence, this work can be considered a form of citizen science. However, for the purposes of clarity, the paper has been written as much as ethically possible in the form of a typical research paper.

**DNA extraction and quality**

Cancer tissue was obtained via a percutaneous liver biopsy of a secondary lesion. The cancer was confirmed by histological analysis to be derived from exocrine tissue. DNA extraction was performed at the John Radcliffe hospital. The Qiagen blood/tissue kit (Qiagen, Venlo, the Netherlands) was used to extract genomic DNA from the cancer biopsy sample and a blood sample. Quality and quantity of the DNA was measured using a NanoDrop. Quality control metrics of the cancer DNA sample were 260/230 = 1.91 and 260/280 = 2.00 (total DNA 1.4 µg) and of the blood DNA sample were 260/230 = 2.10 and 260/280 = 1.90 (total DNA 38.2 µg). Further quality checks were performed at Oxford Gene Technology using NanoDrop, Qubit, and agarose gel electrophoresis. Importantly, as the cancer biopsy was taken from secondary liver lesions, the sequenced DNA should reveal early metastasis driving mutations.

**Exome selection and sequencing**

Exome selection and sequencing was performed at Oxford Gene Technology using the SureSelect exome selection kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Samples were prepared according to Agilent’s SureSelect protocol version 1.2 (Agilent Technologies). Concentration of each library was determined using Agilent’s QPCR NGS Library Quantification Kit (G4880A; Agilent Technologies). Quality assessment of indexed samples was performed using a bioanalyzer and quantitative PCR. Samples were pooled prior to sequencing with each sample at a final concentration of 10 nM. Sequencing was performed on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 (Illumina, Inc, San Diego, CA, USA) using TruSeq v3 (Illumina, Inc). 30× coverage was used. Over 80% of base reads of both the cancer and normal sample had greater than 30× coverage and over 90% had a greater than 20× coverage.

**Bioinformatical analysis**

Bioinformatical analysis of the samples was performed at Oxford Gene Technology. Briefly, the pipeline of analysis was as follows: sequences were aligned to the human reference genome 19 using BWA (Burrows-Wheeler Aligner).\(^{10}\) Picard was used to mask PCR duplicates. GATK was used for local realignment around indels and score
quality recalibration. Base quality (Phred scale) scores were recalibrated using GATK’s covariance recalibration. Single-nucleotide polymorphism and indel variants were called using the GATK Unified Genotyper for each sample. Single-nucleotide polymorphism novelty was determined against dbSNP (Release 135). Variants were annotated with gene and gene-function data from Ensembl. Known variants from dbSNP (Release 135) are annotated within the dataset so that novel variants with serious predicted consequences may be rapidly identified. The SomaticSniper software was utilized to identify differing genomic sequences between the tumor and normal samples. The SIFT (Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant), Condel, and polyphen (Polymorphism Phenotyping v2) algorithms were utilized when a mutation was predicted to make an amino acid change to assess whether the amino acid change was predicted to be functionally neutral or result in a functional change. Data is visualized using OGTs interactive report software.

Results
First, the genes that have been shown to be associated with hereditary, familial, and increased risk forms of pancreatic cancer, which include trypsin and genes involved in DNA repair, cell cycle control, and cell polarity, were examined. Specifically, BRCA1/BRCA2, ATM, P53, CDKN2A, PALB2, APC, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, PRSS1, CDKN2A, PALB2, APC, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, PRSS1, and STK1 were analyzed. For this analysis, the exome sequence from the blood sample was compared to that of reference human genome 19 and only those variations that were detected with at least a 20-fold coverage were explored in greater detail. These variations that are predicted to have serious consequences are summarized in Table 1. The most striking of these variations is that the patient has a C > G mutation at genomic position 32,913,771 of the BRCA2 gene. This mutation would change a serine to a termination codon in exon 10 of the BRCA2 gene.

Consequences of the BRCA2 mutation
The BRCA2 mutation that leads to a termination codon in the middle of the mRNA is possibly leading to the production of a dominant negative protein product. An alternative possibility is that the mutation leads to haploinsufficiency due to non-sense mediated decay (NMD) of mutated BRCA2 mRNA. NMD is a cellular mechanism for detecting the potential production of erroneous or truncated proteins, acting to degrade mRNA coding for such proteins. Nonsense mediated decay works by detecting nonsense stop codons in the middle of an mRNA molecule. The typical large average intron size of eukaryotic cells makes it likely that the inclusion of an intron will by chance contain one of the nonsense stop codons (UAA, UAG, UGA).

Next, the somatic mutations were explored by comparing the exome sequences of the genomic DNA extracted from the blood to that of the tumor. Six somatic mutational changes were apparent between the normal and cancer samples, which are summarized in Table 2. Of the six mutations, four resulted in nonsynonymous changes in the resulting protein amino acid that were predicted to be neutral. Two mutations, however, showed possible deleterious effects; a nonsynonymous amino acid change in FAT3 and a splice site mutation in RBCK1. Both mutations were detected with statistically significant read depths so the predicted effects of these mutations were explored in further detail.

Consequences of the RBCK1 mutation
RBCK1 is a ring finger containing E3 ubiquitin ligase (Figure 1A). RBCK1 was originally identified as an interactor of protein kinase C. RBCK1 contains both a

Table 1 Germ line mutations detected

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Read depth</th>
<th>Mutant</th>
<th>Prediction (SIFT/condel/polyphen)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRCA2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>T &gt; C non-syn coding Valine &gt; Alanine (32929387) (homozygous)</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRCA2</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>C &gt; G non-syn coding Serine &gt; Stop (32913771) (heterozygous)</td>
<td>N/A – Termination codon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP53</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>C &gt; G Proline &gt; Arginine (7579472) (homozygous)</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDKN2A</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>C &gt; T non-syn coding Alanine &gt; Threonine (21970926) (heterozygous)</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APC</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>T &gt; A non-syn coding Valine &gt; Aspartic acid (112176756) (heterozygous)</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLH1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>A &gt; G Isoleucine &gt; v (37053568) (homozygous)</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSH2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>A &gt; G Glutamine &gt; Arginine (47739551) (homozygous)</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: N/A, not applicable; non-syn, non-synonymous; SIFT, sorting intolerant from tolerant.
nuclear export signal and a nuclear localization signal.\textsuperscript{14} It has been shown to shuttle between the nucleus and the cytoplasm though is more often present in the cytoplasm. The \textit{ RBCK1} mutation detected here manifests itself as a heterozygote that affects a splice site of intron 4 between exons 4 and 5 (Figure 1B). Specifically, at the 5' donor site of intron 4 the GT genomic sequence is mutated to GG meaning it is not available for splicing. There are several potential splicing consequences of such a mutation and these are summarized in Figure 1C. Intriguingly, only one

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Somatic mutations detected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gene</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TPSD1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAM82A1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOCK11</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MUC2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAT3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RBCK1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** N/A, not applicable; non-syn, non-synonymous; SIFT, sorting intolerant from tolerant.

Figure 1 A splice site mutation in \textit{ RBCK1} would be expected to lead to loss of the nuclear export signal and the ubiquitin domain. **Notes:** (A) The normal \textit{ RBCK1} gene and \textit{ RBCK1} protein (from transcript 10). The nuclear localization signal is highlighted (bold amino acid codes above cDNA sequence) along with the exons that encode it. (B) The splice site mutation in \textit{ RBCK1}. (C) The possible resulting transcript mutations with the mutation. All but one combination creates at least one nonsense stop codon in the corresponding mRNA. The number of nonsense stop codons is indicated. (D) The resulting \textit{ RBCK1} protein after skipping of exons 2, 3, and 4. The protein lacks both the ubiquitin domain and the nuclear export signal. (E) Demonstration of how \textit{ RBCK1} drives proliferation directly and indirectly in cancer cell lines through cyclin B1 and D1 (indirectly through the estrogen receptor a). The bold letters represent the amino acids that belong to the NES. Adapted by permission from the American Association for Cancer Research. Gustafsson N, Zhao C, Gustafsson JA, Dahlman-Wright K. \textit{ RBCK1} drives breast cancer cell proliferation by promoting transcription of estrogen receptor alpha and cyclin B1. *Cancer Research*. 2010;70:1265–1274. © 2010 American Association for Cancer Research.

**Abbreviations:** NES, nuclear export signal; NMD, nonsense mediated decay; IBR, in-between ring fingers; Num, number.
Combination of exon skipping would result in a viable mRNA as all other combinations would result in a frame shift (with the expected result of degradation of the mRNA by NMD). While the predicted translation of intron 4 of RBCK1 would maintain the protein product in frame, it nevertheless codes for 18 stop codons, most probably marking such a transcript for NMD. Hence, the unique splicing event that results in a viable transcript is the skipping of exons 2, 3, and 4 such that exon 1 joins directly to exon 5.

If exons 2, 3, and 4 were skipped, the resulting protein would be identical to the normal protein but lacking its entire ubiquitin domain and nuclear export signal (Figure 1D). Ubiquitin is an important small regulatory peptide that tags proteins for degradation. Typically, long chains of ubiquitin are added to a protein increasing the likelihood of its degradation. The lack of an ubiquitin domain in RBCK1 most likely means that it cannot be degraded. Furthermore, the nuclear export signal of RBCK1 intriguingly bridges exons 4 and 5 of the normal protein. The skipping of exon 4 most likely completely destroys this nuclear export signal leading to RBCK1 being retained in the nucleus (Figure 1D). Overall the combination of the effects on the ubiquitin domain and the nuclear export signal (NES) most likely result in RBCK1 lacking a mark for degradation and being retained in the nucleus.

E3 ubiquitin ligases have been demonstrated to be important proteins in breast cancer often showing elevated expression levels. Indeed, RBCK1 has been shown to drive proliferation in breast cancers (Figure 1E). Knockdown of RBCK1 in breast cancer cell lines results in substantially reduced proliferation, with cells blocked in G1/S. Breast cancer cell lines with higher levels of RBCK1 activity also demonstrate higher expression of cyclin B1 and estrogen receptor expression, which is an activator of cyclin D1 expression. The failure of nuclear export and degradation of RBCK1 would thus be expected to increase its nuclear transcriptional activity, leading to an increase in cyclin B1 and D1 and thus driving cellular proliferation.

Consequences of the FAT3 mutation

The FAT3 protein is a cadherin; a family of calcium-dependent cell adhesion molecules that can mediate cell aggregation and cell sorting in vitro in a homophilic fashion (for example, cells expressing N-cadherin tend to segregate with other cells expressing the same cadherin). The FAT3 gene encodes a large protein of 4,555 amino acids with 34 cadherin domains, four epidermal growth factor-like motifs, a laminin A–G motif, and a cytoplasmic domain. The FAT3 protein is similar to that encoded by the Drosophila tumor suppressor gene FAT. Recessive lethal mutations in the fat locus of Drosophila cause hyperplastic, tumor-like overgrowth of larval imaginal discs.

The heterozygous FAT3 mutation detected here would result in the replacement of a serine residue with a leucine residue in the resulting protein in three of the four transcripts of this gene. The mutation occurs in the last of 34 extracellular cadherin repeats similar to the position of the Gull allele of the Drosophila fat gene that causes similar defects. Cadherins are suspected to have important roles in cancer invasion and metastasis due to their roles in cell-cell adhesion (switching from E to N cadherin has been identified as a feature of aggressive tumors, for example). Hence, the FAT3 mutation may be a candidate for driving the early stages of metastasis if it has caused an epithelial to mesenchymal type transition in the cancerous cells. However, FAT3 is not normally expressed in the pancreas, hence bringing into question its role as a driver of the pancreatic cancer of this patient.

Discussion

Here it has been demonstrated how exome sequencing of genomic DNA extracted from a pancreatic cancer biopsy and from a blood sample can be utilized to identify potential mutational drivers of a cancer. A single mutation in BRCA2 in the germ line that may well have influenced subsequent mutations has been identified (Figure 2). Six somatic mutations have been identified, with a mutation in RBCK1 most likely to be the main driver. Intriguingly, there was no observed somatic mutation in KRAS, in which approximately 95% of pancreatic cancer patients typically have a mutation. This finding suggests that this particular patient may have a different mutational profile from typical pancreatic cancer patients. Alternatively, it is possible that a mutation in KRAS has been missed by sampling inherent in the analysis.

![Figure 2 Stages of a potential mutational trajectory for this cancer and potential points of treatment.](https://www.dovepress.com/)

Notes: Susceptibility: the BRCA2 mutation causes susceptibility; bulk driver: bulk growth involving the driving RBCK1 mutation; metastasis: metastasis involving the FAT3 mutation.

Abbreviation: NES, nuclear export signal.
Typical pancreatic cancer biopsies are known to contain a substantial amount of normal tissue (in particular, desmoplastic stroma), which could potentially lead to false negatives in somatic mutation calling. It has been demonstrated that the SomaticSniper software can detect 90% of mutations at 30x sequencing depth if the tumor allele frequency in the tumor sample is greater than 30% (assuming a pure normal sample).\textsuperscript{21} The normal sample can be considered pure as circulating tumor cells from solid tumors are predicted to only constitute approximately 0.01% of nucleated blood cells even in metastatic disease such as the case described here (on average 10–20 circulating tumor cells compared to several million nucleated white blood cells per mL of blood).\textsuperscript{22} Furthermore, it has also been demonstrated that, on average, biopsies from pancreatic cancer have 38% tumor cellularity.\textsuperscript{9} Hence, at least 90% of somatic mutations should be successfully called from an average pancreatic cancer biopsy at a sequencing depth of 30x. Therefore, although there is a possibility that somatic mutations have been missed, the vast majority should be detected in this analysis (at least in the exome).

As mentioned, a key issue in cancer genomics is discerning driver mutations from passenger mutations as genomic instability is a typical feature of many cancers.\textsuperscript{23} As has been shown, functional inference can come from exploring the effect of the exact mutation on the resulting RNA and protein. Furthermore, functional inference can come from the COSMIC database that catalogs known somatic mutations in cancer.\textsuperscript{24} Indeed, multiple entries can be found in the COSMIC database for exon 4 and a breakpoint can be found in intron 4 of RBCK1 that results in an intrachromosomal tandem duplication (accession number COST29521). Multiple mutations are also found in the cadherin repeats of FAT3 and there are over 5,000 entries for exon 10 of BRCA2 alone, though in this study that BRCA2 mutation was detected as germline rather than somatic. These entries further strengthen the hypothesis that the mutations in BRCA2, RBCK1 and FAT3 are driver mutations and not passenger mutations.

**Potential therapies**

The strategy of synthetic lethality for combating cancer has received much attention in recent times. The basic concept of synthetic lethality states that either of two mutations alone are nonlethal but in combination are lethal.\textsuperscript{25} The strategy of synthetic lethality can be applied in this context when a patient is known to have a mutation (typically familial) in a DNA repair gene such as BRCA1/BRCA2.\textsuperscript{26} Human cells only have two different known mechanisms to repair double stranded breaks (DSBs) in DNA; nonhomologous end joining and homologous recombination ([HR] of which there are 2 distinct branches). BRCA2 is thought to play a direct role in HR repair, specifically in the error-free repair of DSBs via the gene conversion branch.\textsuperscript{27} When BRCA2 is mutated, either the nonhomologous end joining pathway or the single-strand annealing branch of HR is used, both of which are error prone. Hence, mutations in BRCA2 are thought to sensitize cells to DSB DNA damage. Inhibition of Poly ADP ribose polymerase (PARP) 1 is also thought to sensitize cells to double stranded breaks because the failure of base excision repair (PARP1’s function) leads to the replication fork stalling and potential formation of double stranded breaks.\textsuperscript{26,28} Hence, it is thought that PARP1 inhibition in combination with a BRCA2 mutation would increase the frequency of formation of replication associated DNA lesions leading to cell cycle arrest and/or death.\textsuperscript{26} Indeed, PARP inhibitors such as olaparib have been shown to be effective in more than half of the pancreatic cancer patients in a Phase I trial.\textsuperscript{29} However, any strategy, when based on a germ line mutation, would be expected to also target normal healthy cells as they too have the mutation. This feature would be expected to reduce the size of the therapeutic window and, thus, the effectiveness of the treatment.\textsuperscript{30}

Hence, the most effective choices of anticancer therapy are likely to be based on somatic mutations such as those identified in Table 2. In this case, the most likely success will come from a therapy based on the mutation in RBCK1 as this appears to be the major driver of the cancer. Directly or indirectly inhibiting the function of RBCK1 could be considered a form of oncogene addiction strategy as RBCK1 appears to be acting as the predominant oncogene in this case. No known direct specific inhibitor for RBCK1 function exits; however, one can take advantage of the manner by which RBCK1 appears to be driving the cell cycle (through driving cyclin expression) to inhibit this function indirectly.

Cyclins are a family of proteins that control the progression of cells through the cell cycle by activating cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) enzymes. CDKs are relatively small proteins containing little more than a kinase domain that bind to cyclins to activate their kinase domain regulating progression through the cell cycle.\textsuperscript{31} In cancer, the misregulation of CDKs is a common event and, therefore, much attention has been focused on inhibiting these enzymes as cancer therapy. Adenosine triphosphate competitive inhibitors and the last generation of non-adenosine triphosphate competitive inhibitors are now emerging as one of the most potentially powerful target therapies.\textsuperscript{32} Hence, inhibition of...
CDKs is an indirect and promising way of inhibiting the proliferation driving function of mutated RBCK1.

Flavopiridol is a pan-cyclin-dependent kinase (pan-CDK) inhibitor that has been used in clinical trials for various different cancer types. In vitro flavopiridol has been shown to inhibit tumor cell growth through the blockade of cell cycle progression at G1 or G2. As a single agent in a 150–300 nM range, flavopiridol also inhibits the colony formation of a series of human cancer cell lines. Flavopiridol inhibits CDK 1, 2, 4, and 6 in the nanomolar range. Cyclin B1 and D1, which are expected to be overexpressed in this patient’s cancer, perform their function with CDK 1 and 4/6, respectively. Biologically active plasma concentrations of flavopiridol (approximately 300–500 nM) are easily achievable in patients receiving flavopiridol via infusion. Hence, flavopiridol has the potential to be effective against this patient’s specific cancer. Indeed, the combination of flavopiridol and docetaxel has shown some promise in pancreatic cancer patients. Half of those patients showed a response or stable disease in the aforementioned Phase I trial and one had a complete response. Furthermore, a Phase I trial testing flavopiridol in combination with FOLFIRI (a regime consisting of folinic acid, fluorouracil, and oxaliplatin) for advanced solid tumors demonstrated a complete response and three stable diseases for six patients with pancreatic cancer. However, a Phase II study in ten refractory metastatic pancreatic cancer patients demonstrated minimal activity and significant toxicity. Hence, it is an open question as to whether flavopiridol is simply not effective or it is only effective in a specific subpopulation as none of the patients in the aforementioned trials were genetically tested.

The present study demonstrates that there is a gray area in medical research and its corresponding ethics that needs to be addressed. This gray area arises when the rate of innovation of a new technology far outstrips the uptake of such technology into medical practice. Nowhere is this expected to be more evident than in the treatment of cancers such as pancreatic cancer that have a dismal prognosis that has barely improved in the last 40 years, even with the best of modern medicine.

Combined with the explosion in the power of DNA sequencing technology, the gap between what can be done theoretically with regards to possible treatments and what can be done in a standard hospital is enormous. When such a large gap appears, professional citizen science is likely to come to the fore. When these new sequencing technologies eventually become common practice in a standard hospital setting, such professional citizen science situations are unlikely to occur.

Finally, this work demonstrates a specific example of how sequencing can suggest therapies specific to a particular patient. These forms of bench to bedside translational research are gaining popularity and are likely to change the landscape of pancreatic cancer research and treatment. Indeed, there have been many translational cancer science centers opening of late with the exact aim of personalized medicine based on genomic sequencing, and a continued trend in this direction is to be expected. Furthermore, sequencing the genomes of cancer patients and their cancer is starting to become so commonplace that it suggests that in the future it might be advantageous to change the way that patients are enrolled in clinical trials. One possibility is that genetic screening of a pool of patients willing to undergo a trial could be used to assign patients to particular trials. Rational assignment based on solid functional evidence of mutational drivers is likely to improve overall outcome.
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